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Patricia Heinrich: Welcome everyone, please type questions in the chat 

Colleen Bernard: http://www.rootsofhealthinequity.org/ 

Melanie Williams: moving from talk to action 

Rachel Hanson: not engaging for those present or finding the right participants at the table 

Chong-Min Fu-Sosnaud: Cannot commit to action steps. Everyone is short on time.  

Jennifer Beane: Members not willing to serve on committees 

Gaby Gonzalez (she/her): There’s trouble with commitment to the committees 

Jaminott: All of the things you just mentioned. 

Mary Jolly: now we are having a hard time getting them to engage during COVID especially since 

they are health care 

Jeff Keel: listening...not engaging 

Cleston-lee Murray: It is difficult to start discussions. It seems like the participants come in and 

listen, like you said, but it is hard to get their input.  

Chong-Min Fu-Sosnaud: Making sure we have the right people at the table 

Idaniels: Members not being on the same page  

Lindsay Ciavarelli: keeping consistent participants attending 

LaRisha Baker: Retaining members and engagement 

Sarah McCashland: getting key stakeholders to join 

LILLIE FOX: all of the above 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Some families have to be introduced through case management and on 

top of all the other stuff that they do 

Jada Shirriel - Healthy Start, Inc.: taking ownership of projects/work 

Lindsay Ciavarelli: many competing home visiting/infant mortality groups in the community 

Mary Jolly: before COVID we had lagging action from several committees 

kmckinney: Alignment and development of capacity to impact needs 

Lisa Matthews: Not able to get "decision makers" at the table 

Juarlyn Smith: More community agencies engaged than participants 



Ronnie Meyers, She/Her/Hers: Finding times that work for both community and organizational 

members. 

Anna Gruver: Every program requires a CAN- NFP, MEICHV, HFA and Healthy Start- how to combine 

for a common vision 

Cristina Rodriguez: Not able to find partners that will commit and stay 

Greg Moore: yes listening but not engaging....even to take a survey 

Jaminott: How to engage and sustain community members not just partner organizations 

Sarah Moore: not showing up, not participating, not taking action, not following through, not actively 

referring clients or communicating with client CHWs 

Ronnie Meyers, She/Her/Hers: There can be a lot of turnover with organizational reps.  Keeping 

consistency with organizational members. 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: No real incentives to get them involved by valuing their time 

Greg Moore: Agencies show up but it is extremely difficult to get community or participants to attend 

meetings 

Chong-Min Fu-Sosnaud: Talk explicitly about trust, equity, follow-through 

Cristina Rodriguez: better location 

Mary Jolly: continue to communicate. email regularly to stay connected with team 

Dianne Browne: Communicate with individuals between meetings.  Go to their meetings or events.  Be a 

partner in community activities. 

lmatthews: Members that are listening, but wanting you to do the the work and they just follow 

along. No action. 

Melanie Williams: using results based facilitation skills and techniques 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Soft skill workshop on advocacy and speaking 

Shamise Quinn: Current challenges- getting community members to come especially when there aren’t 

much incentives 

LaRisha Baker: Having meetings chaired and facilitated by community members 

Sarah Moore: creating subcomittees, working on action plan; defining mission and goals of CAN 

Anna Gruver: High level vision and agenda to establish ONE CAN to meet the needs of pregnant 

women and families with young children locally  

Greg Moore: Hold meetings at locations where the community lives...in community rooms at 

apartments 

Gaby Gonzalez (she/her): We are in the process of discussing participation/attendance (or lack 

there of) in one of our committees, and brainstorming new people we can invite based on each of our 



networks. That way we can go into this with requirements to be a part of the committee, and bringing 

new backgrounds/experiences to the table that we have been lacking. 

Ronnie Meyers, She/Her/Hers: We have a community/consumer based leadership group that plans and 

facilitates the meetings  

Sarah Moore: staying in frequent communication with members 

Jaminott: Allow for partners to promote their projects as well not just my organization 

Chanell Reed: Look for unnatural partners to serve on the CAN and not relying on health care 

professionals. 

Jeff Keel: ASk the listeners to network and provide resources to build the group 

Shamise Quinn: many organizations come to the meeting, but do not participate in terms of taking 

action 

Jada Shirriel - Healthy Start, Inc.: community co-leads receive a stipend to lead the work so that 

there is strong community voice and ownership. less dependence on our admin leadership... 

Juarlyn Smith: Before Covid 19 having consistent CAN meeting bringing new resources to the table 

worked great  

elijah guidry: we have broken into 4 smaller workgroups 

Katie Kenyon: Strong external (from Healthy Start) committee leadership 

Chanell Reed: develop workgroups 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Child care stipend 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Gift cards 

Ronnie Meyers, She/Her/Hers: Before COVID we had food, transportation and childcare offered 

Greg Moore: Core team...helps pull together agenda and reviews data updates for the coalition. 

Subcommittees specializes in certain areas help get members involved in the areas they like 

Jennifer’s iPhone: meetings after 5 pm and on weekends 

Melissa Hallenbeck: Making a workplan with small actions for each strategy that can be checked off 

at the meetings 

Jennifer’s iPhone: incentives for local participation 

ronwhite: right 

Cristina Rodriguez: it's a shared vision 

Shamise Quinn: Do you establish MOUs between partners within the CAN. Or is that too formal and a 

way to push partner organizations away? 

Shamise Quinn: And this is a general question for all 



Jeff Keel: They want to make a difference 

LILLIE FOX: what/how  do you help the consumers buy in 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: We should be more intentional around community and participant 

input. Historically I have saw heavy provider presence from those who work within the community but 

dont understand the communities that they work in. 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Question are we collecting the right type of data concerning 

communities of color? 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Can you go back 2 slides 

Sarojini Kanotra: where can we look for social and emotional health data? 

Colleen Bernard: All session recordings and slides will be posted to the EPIC website 

Melanie Williams: Do you have to be a NACCHO member to access the MAPP toolkit? 

Victoria Ballard: Those are really great questions.... 

Patricia Heinrich: During the Q & A you all have the capacity to unmute your line. Click the 

microphone next to your name 

dsmill: Will we be able to get a copy of these slides? 

Patricia Heinrich: yes slides will be available 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Can show the data questions again? 

ronwhite: Excellent  

Dianne Browne:  Thank you very informative presentation. 

ronwhite: I agree 

Patricia Heinrich: All session recordings and slides will be posted to the EPIC website 

Cristina Rodriguez: Hi Tamela . you can mention it in your quarterly reporting by adding an 

"additional information" section 

owusur: Will NACCHO provide a training on engaging our CAN partners? 

Tamela Milan-Alexander: Not sure Cristina 

Jaminott: I second Tamla's question 

Ronnie Meyers, She/Her/Hers: thank you so much!! 

in the reporting that you do when you answer your Benchmark questions, you can add any other things 

you want them to know 


